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ABSTRACT 

According to the globally examined health records survey, cancers are the extreme challenge to the humanity. 

In this paper we are apparently predicting the recurrence of breast cancer through multi-layered perceptron 

with a couple of outputs which encompassesa deep neural network and multi-layered perceptron as a classifier, 

also with the aid of rough neural network with two dissimilar outputs and a support vector machine. Then, we 

can establish evaluations between the outcomesattained by distinctapproaches. It canbe visiblyseenthat rough 

neural network covering of two outputs leadsto the supremelyprevailing accuracy and the lowest variance 

amongst the other structures. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

In the Recent Past United States has witnessed an unprecedented deaths of  womensuccumbing to the incurable 

breast cancer [1]. The [2] and [3] it has been extensively mentioned that the cancer scenario is a comprehensive 

area of study that deals with foreseeingprimarily three areas of study which includes prediction of 

susceptibility,prediction of recurrence, and prediction of survivability. In this paper we guess breast cancer 

reappearance. It is always worth mentioning that surgical procedure is the most pivotal part of treatmentprocess 

whichshould be related with the areas of chemotherapy and radiotherapy for the patient community at large. 

However, in the fewest of few cases, breast cancer will declineafter the surgical procedures, the medical 

personnel involved in treating the patients would be fully aware of the patient’s condition, the treatments vary 

from patients to patients. Different machine learning structures have been considered in orderto ascertain 

whether the breast cancer will be relapsed after a specific time period ornot. According to the discoveries of the 

[2], machine learning algorithms can fund in theestimation of breast cancer recurrence by 10-20%. Numbersof 

various machine learning algorithms are implemented in clinically available data, genetical data or combination 

of both. The utmostfrequently usedmachine learning algorithms usedto determine breast cancer detection are 

decision tree (DT) [4], multi-layered perceptron (MLP) [5], and support vector machine (SVM) [6] or a 

hybridmodel [4]. It is clearly evident that there is not a specific machine learning technique that can be 
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implemented in all of the available datasets, which in fact is based on the given datasets, a machine learning 

algorithm can lead toa highest accuracy amongst other methods. Here, we have mentionedsome of the related 

case studies. The findings in [5] indicate that the, Decision Tree (DT), ArtificialNeural Network (ANN), and 

Support Vector Machine (SVM) have been used in order to predict recurrence of breast recurrence, the findings 

showed that SVM could achieve the goal of the paper with thehighest accuracy. The findings in the [7], show 

that authorswere about to uncover the hiddenpatternsfor diagnosis and prognosis of breast cancer in 

Wisconsindataset. In addition to that paper acknowledged that decision trees were the bestclassifier. The 

Findings in the [8] state, that K-means and Farthest First algorithms wereapplied to the available datasetsin 

order to diagnose breast cancer at an early stage. 

II. METHODOLOGY 

Here, we are interested in drawing comparisons in the dimension of available features .For the prognosis of 

breast cancer recurrence , the applicationof a deep neural network in procurement of informative features, 

application of numerous types of machine learning algorithms for satisfying the objectives on this paper. The 

dataset through which we are achieving our objectives is the first time that experiences ofthese subjects. The 

dataset holds the massive information of 1993patients who all have had breast cancer. For each patient , forty 

availablefeatures in the dataset were provided. In the cases of a few number of patients, breastcancer seems to 

have relapsed after the surgical procedures . However, for other patients,cancer which was not found to have 

relapsed  even after surgeries. It should be clearly  noted that the dataset is incomplete. In fact, there are few 

missing patients data in the dataset.In order to deal with this dataset, we have defined a quantity foreach feature. 

Also, for patients whose features are missing, we have  removed such entries from the dataset. By doing this, the 

number of patients were reduced from 1993to 1285. Also, the important details  of some of the features for the 

majority of thepatients which found to be misplaced. In these cases, we have weeded out thosefeatures. In 

addition to this, some of the features do not hold informationrelated to breast cancer reversion including the ID 

of patients ortheir contact details. By considering these, finally, wehave the details of  16 features and 1285 

patients that we are supposedly prognosticating  the breast cancer for them. To do this, we haveconsidered 

numerous methods in order to achieve high accuracies with a low variations in results. In each part of this paper, 

wespread on a diverse technique to attain our area. 

2.1 Classification using Deep Neural Networks and Multi-Layered Perceptron  

Deep neural network (DNN) is an method for attainment of themaximum revealing features. Lately, in diverse 

themes, itis functional for pulling out revealing features [9]. Also, wellbeingand informatics are not 

incomparable for this fact [10]. DNNis used when we are hypothetical to agreement with a higher 

measurementof features. However, in this paper, we put on it in order todiminish the number of features from 16 

to 6. As it grants,first, there are 16 features which are saved to the autoencoder.Then, six features are pulled out 

from autoencoder layer. Afterthat, we use Multi Layered Perceptronfor classification with single neuron in 

theoutput layer to categorize these 6mined features. It exhibits the variance of outcomes havebeen 

reducedpointedlyrelated to using Multi Layered Perceptron with dualoutputs. 
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2.2 Rough Neural Network with Two Diverse Outcomes 

Rough neural network is a structure that studies interval weight matrixes which are upper band weight matrix 

and lower band weight matrix due to that this method is most strong during improbabilities. In order to 

condense the amount of variation of outcomes, rough neural network can be considered as the classifier .This 

method gives us the lowermost variance compared to other methods.The variance of outcomes becomes nil. 

This method leads to an accuracy of 98%. 

 

2.3 Support Vector Machine 

According to [5], this method involves of a kernel function.The kernel function can be of two types, they are 

linear or nonlinear. If it is nonlinear, it will be tough to adjust parameters. If inputs of the algorithm cannot be 

classified linearly, the kernel function maps input space to a complex dimension space termed feature space 

where illustrations will be classified by a hyperplane into dual sets. The hyperplane labels illustrations by 

consideringthe maximum distance between illustrations and the boundary whichwill discretethe illustrations. If 

this methodis taken into consideration, overfittingdoes  notoccur [2]. It can be observed that this method attains 

the highest variance. 

III. FIGURES 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig-3.1 Level Zero Dataflow Diagram 
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Fig-3.2 Level One Dataflow Diagram 

IV. CONCLUSION 

This paper carefully classifies the medical samples that all who had breast cancer based on the fact that whether 

the most dreadful disease that is cancer would recur or not.For this purpose distinct  kinds ofclassifiers are 

applied to diverse structures. The mockup outcomes expressed rough neural network with two outputs inthe 

hidden layer led to the highest accuracy. Rough neural network gave rise to the lowest variance equated to other 

methods.  
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